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GERUNDS & INFINITIVES - 1 

 

 

A. Choose the best verb form; V / Ving / to V (En uygun fiilimsi yapısını yazın) 

1. I finished ____________ before midnight . (study) 

2. He was able ____________ that heavy box . (lift) 

3. She was happy ____________ his grandfather a present . (buy) 

4. We enjoy ____________ tennis . (play) 

5. I’m sorry ____________ your feelings . (hurt) 

6. Does he mind ____________ on the grass ? (walk) 

7. I went to Germany ____________ German . (learn) 

8. He started ____________ a bath . (have) 

9. Do you know how ____________ a car ? (fix) 

10. I’m very glad ____________ my friends from university . (meet) 

11. They invited us __________ a meal with them . (have) 

12. The child didn’t stop __________ all day . (cry) 

13. I saw my friend . It made me __________ good . (feel) 

14. She told me __________ silent . (be) 

15. He can’t stand __________ on long walks . (go) 

16. I let her __________ my books . (take) 

17. Have you finished __________ ? Listen to me ! (talk) 

18. He refused __________ with us . (stay) 

 

 

Answers are given on the following page 
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Answer key: 

1. I finished studying before midnight . (Ving) 

2. He was able to lift that heavy box . (to V) 

3. She was happy to buy his grandfather a present . (to V) 

4. We enjoy playing tennis . (Ving) 

5. I’m sorry to hurt your feelings . (to V) 

6. Does he mind walking on the grass ? (Ving) 

7. I went to Germany to learn German . (to V) 

8. He started having / to have a bath . (Ving  / to V) 

9. Do you know how to fix a car ? (to V) 

10. I’m very glad to meet my friends from university . (to V) 

11. They invited us to have a meal with them . (to V) 

12. The child didn’t stop crying all day . (Ving) 

13. I saw my friend . It made me feel good . (V) 

14. She told me to be silent . (to V) 

15. He can’t stand going on long walks . (Ving) 

16. I let her take my books . (V) 

17. Have you finished talking ? Listen to me ! (Ving) 

18. He refused to stay with us . (to V) 
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